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INTRODUCTION. PRINCIPLES AND PRESUPPOSITIONS
(May 6, 1992)

1. Archaeology as archaeology
Stratigraphic analysis as primary task of archaeology, totally unique to

this field.
Analysis of broken traditions as secondary task, partly unique.

7. Reductionist documentary approach
The standard modus operandi takes for granted a progressive reduc-

tion in the documentary effort, which may be phrased as follows: (1) we
select a portion of the evidence which we presume to be pertinent to a
proposed research strategy; (2) of this portion, we discard a certain
amount without accurately and consistently stating the criteria; (3) of
what we keep, we record what is most readily understood; and (4) of
this residuum we publish only what we consider important. No scholarly
discipline can accept such standards as scientific.

2.Archaeological universal
If there are any archaeological “laws,” they pertain only to (a) dis-

position of elements in the ground, and (b) assumptions about deposi-tional processes.
Other “laws” are, at best, behavioral, not archaeological, in nature.

3. Grammar of space
The disentanglement of elements in the ground, and their accurate

documentation, are the primary duty of the archaeologist.
A coherent and all-inclusive descriptive system is both a theoretical

and a practical requirement for success in the archaeological endeavor.
Conceptually, it may be likened to the grammar of a language, whose
explanatory power depends on its ability to account for the totality c:
the system with the smallest and most integrated network cf r-ies.

Comparison to the architectural notion of “grammar of space."

8.Objectivity of record
Gcal of cur exnavaaoc memrcr.zr- u so mrr.e :ruarás a theoretical-

ly mere defensible leve. :: oc.sccv.ry. 1 rcrsider such objectivity to
derre more from memod man from techniques, though the latter are
:zzsz<nsao Æ. Flerfrooc cam processing, in particular, is assumed as an

meue. but objectivity is not in the computer as such. The
ioflewrg rwr peints spell out my basic methodological presuppositions.

*—- -

9.Primacy of atomistic observations
Observations can only be at the level cf discrete. sir.zie facts. We do

not observe syntheses, but only discrete ceta .is as they emerge from the
ground. We must give absolute primacy to mese ceta n.by training our-
selves to observe them in the first p.ace . arc mtz by raving adequate
means of recording them.

4. Inferences about deposition
Deposition is not observable, therefore it cannot be documented: it

can only be inferred on the basis of observed space relationships.
Depositional arguments are about temporal and causal phenomena

which are presumed behind a given spatial configuration.
Concept of deposition is conceptually preferable to the concept of site

formation. 10. Irreplaceability of original cbser.ations
The original atomistic icser-ancc is ::

record, and should never, r.-er re
properly and preserve

The qiirfty of Hr IIUI i |—p—mmM ii ifcr of the ob-
re us: re—..am i_nked to the per-

fect if the stratigraphic
: must both record it

5. Operational difficulties of stratigraphic analysis
The major difficulty is the one generally recognized about the fact

that the evidence is destroyed at the very moment that it is established.
Considering the seriousness of this presupposition, one wonders why so
little attention is paid to the problem. Most efforts have been on the
level of implementation rather than theory.

Other difficulties not sufficiently appreciated include the following.
(1) The surfeit of data (stratigraphic, not typological i is such than even,

when they are recorded, they can be quickly lost as if in a qcagm. e. 1
Discrepancy between intended precision and actual accracy ‘ 13-crepancy between accuracy in recording and re:enune oí saca
during analysis.

Since these problems are generally ignored. me inna.ee«cz:
as it is generally presented can hardly he carien oc emr.e ry es-mnsnec
scientific standards.

server, nence earn ergm
sen and ire mecen zc * e

11. Global record
Asite wrpnrr sfcndd »~r ne asa ten edkioo is not a

~r h m-s: ms:ead present
the obser-

ie.ecmoQ of me
me gor L.moon zz
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22 Feedback for soraoeg6. Stratigraphic understanding after excitations
Two additional problems may be attributed to underlying attitudes

brought to the excavation process. The first is the implicit assumption
that the stratigraphic moment can be clarified either through further
study of the evidence assembled during the excavation, or through fur-ther excavation. Both are fallacious. Further study only clarifies by ob-fuscating - i.e. it obfuscates the objectivity of the record in order to
clarify the archaeologist’s perception of the resulting synthesis. Further
excavation amasses more data which are often extraneous to the strati-
graphic reality disentangled earlier, because they are not physically con-tiguous with that reality.

Both further study and further excavation clarify only the typological,
not the stratigraphic reality.

'
•'•'hJc ofcrvjc'jshr mere me r : _

ri. n-i-i m ¿2 excavation,

the primary respensibdky :: imaeoo-gons pus archaeologists is the
record, not the cmtarai go-12 q-u historians, anthropologists, statist-
icians, etc. they can do what they want after the record has been estab-
lished). Our method must be so implemented as to provide ongoing
feedback about the stratigraphic reality: this should be the primary
feedback for alterations in the ongoing process of excavation.

13. Explicitness about precision and oantegy
made must beStandards must be defined explicitly, i - r

stated on an ongoing basis, indicating -e nags for -~.:h one has
opted, the reasons why, etc.

One must be ready to change ream 1 : — i :: ranges of
r e:e array of op-

X—
precision. The system mm: ore** m
tions, any of which can be mmser 2 m- ma
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1. STRUCTURE OF THE DATA: GENERAL PARAMETERS-1-GEN.C51

GENERAL SETTING1 Type of analysis

BA

Configuration2 Process3

Emplacement/Context4 Deposition5Locational L Stratigraphic
ARCHAEOL.

Composition6 Manufacturing7Intra-assemblage 2. Typological
ASSOCIAT.8 Non-locat.

Dating,etc.9 Function,etc.10 3. Comparative-Historical11Extra-assemblage

iRelationship to space or time as distributional referent
2Space arrangement, morphology.

^ime, causality, syntax.
disposition of single element in relation to contiguous space (emplacement) and to non-contiguous elements (context)
5Assumed development through which elements became embedded in the ground; “site formation” (inappropriate view of site as primary artifact)
Patterned ordering of attributes among elements within same assemblage (shape, ware, etc.)
Procedure implied, tools assumed to have been used
Relationship to other elements as distributional referents

9Relationship to data derived from analysis of other data; bracketing; linkage; extrapolation
10Assumed use; assumed stylistic influences; assumed transfer through commercial exchange, etc.
nIntegrative analysis of archaeological and non-archaeological data

8

Examples

feature item

A B BA

0

SX
iNv\\ f\A\ v

continuous degree
of compaction
along side of trench

axis perpendicular
to floor pressed in floorsequence of stages

soft fill,
hard brick,
compacted sides

wheel madeshovel marks grooves,
firing,
temper

2

text inside fill dated
in relationship to
content of other texts

absence of type
in earlier periods

used as
drinking cup

influence of foundation
footings at other sites,

contrast to walls without
foundations

3



TYPES OF CONSTITUENTS

minimal stratigraphic/typological constituent of data, defined as either
stationary (features - e.g. wall, floor), or
movable (items, objects, lots - e.g. blade, sherd lot)

PARA-ELEMENT an element which does not exist as such (stratigraphically), but is presupposed on the basis of
direct evidence (generally an impression left on other elements: a peg’s impression on a sealing), or
indirect evidence (generally an argument, e.g. a wall assumed on the basis of a building’s layout)

REFERENT minimal constituent of recording system, pertaining to either
physical network (e.g. control point, relay), or
analytical network (e.g. journal, photograph)

INCIDENTAL non-systemic unit of description, i. e. situations and events pertaining to chronicle details identified by
appropriate specific label - e.g. sg (strategy to be pursued on a given day), dy (daily review of entireunit), we (weather as observed by given unit supervisor ), sv ( surveying as pertaining to given unit),

ELEMENT

etc.

STRUCTURE OF CONSTITUENTS
Cf COMPONENT typological sub-unit of element (e.g. brick, sherd)

ATTRIBUTE one of several analytical traits which together define a constituent; it may be viewed either as variableor as variant
VARIABLE (or Roster Slot): structural category of element structure (e.g. color)

(or Attribute State or Roster Entry): content of variable, typological or specific labei (e.g. white)
grouping of elements or referents according to a given criterion (e.g. aggregate)

VARIANT

CLUSTER

ORGANIZATION

LABEL alpha-numeric code derived from sequential log, which identifies uniquely any given constituent
GENERIC LABEL (primary or first level of specificity )

minimum stratigraphic/typological definition (e.g. feature, item
SPECIFIC LABEL (secondary or second level of specificity )

intermediate typological definition ( from lexicon of variants, e.g.walL tablet
structural sequence of attribute slots variables)

list of attribute states (variants for variables
parameters defining variants
implicit (e.g. “white” as common sense value ) or
explicit (e.g. Munsell value )

special configuration of roster, lexicon (and occasionally standards)
as interactive data entry sequence
same as matrix, but in paper layout.

ROSTER

LEXICON
STANDARDS

MATRIX

FORM

SUMMARY

Roster of
Attrib.Slots

Lexicon of
Attrib.States Standards

variable definition (explicit or implicit)variant
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3. CONSTITUENTS: DEFINITIONS-3-DEF.G6M

ELEMENTS: TYPES
stationary element whose typological identity is tied to a place (e.g. wail, floor)
movable element, whose typological identity is independent of place (e.g. blade, b-lot)
manufactured item
non-manufactured item, subject to count (e.g. a single stone)
non-manufactured item, non subject to count (e.g. soil)

Feature
Item
Object
Specimen
Sample

PARA-ELEMENTS
normalized rendering of an item of which multiple exemplars exist
a missing item, present as void and documented by the physical imprint it has left of part at least of its
surface(s) on other element(s)
a missing feature (same definition as for negative)
a missing feature, which is inferentially probable but has left no physical trace

Composite
f J Negative

Trace
Zero

ELEMENT CLUSTERS (or complex elements)

quantity of movable items (further specifiable as components), triangulated only as locus
cluster of elements, defined on the basis of depositional analysis (e.g. items on a floor)
cluster of elements, defined on the basis of typological analysis (e.g. walls, spouted jars)
stratigraphically distinct elements which are components of same typological elements

Lot
Aggregate
Assemblage

T Join

REFERENTS: TYPES
triangulation point set by surveyor; includes benchmarks (permanent markers) and control points
(temporary markers used to measure relays)
triangulation point obtained by excavator
a physical plane cut vertically through the deposition
analytical rendering of a section (an index to spatial relationships of elements contained in the
volume through which the section is cut)
minimal unit of reference relating spatial elements in terms of temporal sequence
intermediate unit of reference relating spatial elements in terms of temporal sequence
maximal unit of of reference relating spatial elements in terms of temporal sequence
window on constituent or cluster of constituents, giving an analogical representation by means of pho-
tography (in practice, every view is embodied in one or more photographs; alternatively, the term
“photograph” refers to the physical embodiment of the view)
analogical representation of measurements for a given constituent or cluster of constituents, by
means of hand drafting - for permanent use
same as drawing, but for temporary use
analogical representation of digital information, by means of electronic processing of computer file(s)

Marker

Relay
Section
Profile

Stratum
Phase
Horizon
View

Drawing

Sketch
Graphic

REFERENT CLUSTERS
volumetric unit with minimal horizontal axis and unlimited vertical axisLocus

Level
Square
Quadrant
Unit (operational) cluster of squares, linked together logistically for operational reasons (e.g., Al)
Unit (typological) cluster of squares, linked together typologically (e.g., AK) or functionally (e.g., BH)

partition of Unit, introduced for reasons to be specified individually
generic term for square, quadrant, sector or unit
operational term for either Unit or
topographical component

volumetric unit with minimal vertical axis and unlimited horizontal axis
cluster of loci, with medium horizontal axis
partition of Square, introduced for reasons to be specified individually

Sector
Operation
Book
Area

cluster of relays, sorted typologically
cluster of digital files, reproduced graphically on screen or paper
graphic overlay on view, identifying elements and referents, including especially secondary views
(generally sketched on a print, but occasionally also on a drawing; see example below, 14)
cluster of views, taken at the same time and pertaining to the same cluster of constituents, each view
being taken from a different angle; all views are interlaced together on the same template
single view in a web, onto which secondary views are mapped as part of that view’s template (e.g. v?)

Secondary view a view within a web, for which no independent template is given, and which is instead mapped onto the
template of the corresponding main view (e.g. v7a)

Digital file
Plot

Template

“Web”

Main view

r
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4. CONSTITUENTS: DESCRIPTIONS- 4- DESCR .G6M

PARA-ELEMENTS

Para-elements
The term refers to elements which exist only inferentially, but are nevertheless assumed to be real(on the basis, precisely, of a reasonable inference) and are not just imagined.

Composite
The definition of a composite as '‘normalized rendering” could be applied to a variety of situations,e.g., the extrapolation of surface lines in drawing a vessel, or wall, surface, is a normalized rendering.However, the term is restricted to only such situations defined as pertaining to “items for which mul-tiple exemplars exist”; the term itself, “composite,” refers to such multiplicity rather than to the normaliza-tion which occurs.
A composite differs from a type in that it is assumed as a concrete single element, not as an idealizedcategory.
Examples are a composite brick (rendered from either fragments or even complete but slightly dif-ferent individual bricks), or a seal impression ('rendered from a multiplcity of individual rollings)

Negative and Trace
The two terms are used only in order to have the benefit of different labels between items and fea-tures; they otherwise refer to the exact same concept
Either term refers to the mirror image of the original element (e.g. the impression of a basket on theback of a clay sealing): in this sense the negative/trace is the interface between the original element andthe void which has taken its place. However, the term negative/trace refers not to this mirror image in aphotographic sense, but rather to the fact that the element is not currently existent.
A mold is the physical embodiment of the outer face of the void (the envelope around the outer partof the interface).
A cast filling the void would give an accurate representation of the missing element (and would be apositive in a photographic sense).
To sum up:

negative/trace: original element, present only as void
imprint: interface left by element, now outer face of void
mold: physical embodiment of imprint, or physical envelope of interface (interface seen from outside)cast: filling of void contained by interface, or copy of original negative/trace (interface seen from inside)Examples:
trace: negative walls in AK
negative: objects on which sealings were placed, seals frm which rollings were rolled, shovel marks.

Zero element
The term “zero” is used to stress the fact that no direct physical evidence is left of the element.Only zero elements which are essential for discussion will be posmlatei since there is otherwise noend to the number of zero elements that could be posited (e.g. door lintels, windows, etc.)

CLUSTERS (or complex elements)

Clusters
The difference between elements and clusters is in the degree of nesting established, or choice of par-ameters made, by excavator: bricks as components of wall, wail as element of aggregate. World is an ag-gregate; site is an aggregate, but neither susceptible of proper analysis. Wall is an element as appropriateunit of analysis. There is no element which is so metaphysically: it is only a relative function of nestingchoices.
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5. CONSTITUENT LABEL: RANKS-5- RANKS.G6M

DEFINITIONS
Full Computer

dir\file
Ranks

label
4O21

element componentproject section

bbbRank a aaca

label seq#label seq#booklibrary

cmpnt seq#subsite area/ excvUnit/ element seq#
operation/ referent

typolVol filmType season subseason roll#

site,
title

exp#

ALLOWED RANGES

1 [] (*) 10ÍAA A aa
•••••••••
99999Zs,z zz

T-...99z
xl-...xz

(Rank 4 = type of film; 5 = season/batch

Rank 6 = roll; 7 - frame)01...9901...99A...ZVZZ

11 G (*)0fAA AA aa
••••••••••••

99999ZS,ZZZZ zz

EXAMPLES OF GENERIC LABELS (ELEMENT AND REFERENT)

Blflf \MZ\B1\O\ F \0001.A

\MZ\B1\0\ F \0001- B.A

\MZ\B1\0\ I \0999.A

\MZ\B1\O\Q\0010.A

\MZ\B1\0\Q\0010-B.A

11BMZ Blfl-b
B1Í999
BlqlO
BlqlO-b
BlqlO-pl \MZ\B1 \0\Q\0010-P01 - A

Blrl
VC6-0124
VC12a0124

-bf 1
999i
10q

-b10q
i10 -pq

\MZ\B1\O\R\0001.A1r
24016V c
240112V c a

OBlqlO-il \MZ\OB1\0\Q\0010- 101.A110MZ O B 1 -lq

EXAMPLES OF SPECIFIC LABELS (-INCIDENTAL AND AELEMENT)
0

-dy (*)B \MZ\B1\ -DY.A

\MZ \B1 \- WE .A

\MZ\Z1 \-PC.A

\MZ\BA \‘TB.A <**)

\MZ\BA\ ~ WE.A (**)

\MZ\BAVWE.A (**)

1MZ
(*)-we
(*)Z 1 -pc

BA~tb99"'tb 99B A
(*)^we

BA^wel1we

Zl~fg999 \MZ\Z1VFG.A <**)Afgz 9991

(*) Where no element number is given (regularly with incidentals), the label is found not for a particular con-
stituent, but only as the title of a given file; thus BAVWE.A is a file dealing with BA weapons in general,

BA\ - WE.A a file dealing with weather as observed by BA supervisor, etc.
(** )There are no files named after individual specific label elements (thus, no - WE -001.A; individual specific

labels occur in the form of an index under, e.g., - WE.A and then under each respective generic label.
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6. DIRECTORY OF COMPUTER FILES: EXCAVATION UNITS-6-D I R .G6M

COMPUTER DIRECTORIES

journal data entry
wrong entries from J files
full file with correct and wrong entries
entry point into archive

J
•J("A/B/C/...)
!I

E .E

incidentals
aggregates
benchmarks and markers
control points
features
graphic (digital)
items
join

A
A A
B A
C A
F A
G AG (archival graphic format)I A
J A

lociK A
N negative AA1 lotsQ A
QB bone lots
QI item lots
QP pottery lot
QV various lots
R relays

views
Z temp.file for other books

ASZ AO A
A
A

V A
.Z

indices
xdp depositional synopsis

index by definition
xq index of lots
xsf index by sr/ft
xfs index by ft/sr

index by generic label
index by specific label

X
.X or .X#
.X or .X#
.X or .X#
,X or .X#
.X or .X#
.X or .X#
.X or .X#

xdf

xlb
x^lb

T text files

BOOKS ONLY

vt view/template
wf# drawings of features
wi# drawings of items
wq# drawings of q objects

(# = sequential number)
(# = page number)
(# = page number)
(# = page number)

A1

SZ
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7. CODES FOR ELEMENTS AND COMPONENTS (RANKS 5 AND 7)-7- C0DES.G6M

RANKS
INCIDENTALS AND STRATIGRAPHIC ELEMENTS

if rank 3 = A - S, Z Blfl, B1.34, Blq999
specific iabei for incidentals (chronicle details)

a aggregate
f feature

item (i is used in computer labels as a replacement for .)
q lot (abbreviation stands for “quantity of movable items'’)
s stratum

specific label for elements

REFERENTS OF PHYSICAL NETWORK

if rank 3 = A- S, Z
k locus
r relay

if rank 3 = Y
b benchmark (third degree precision)
c control point (fourth degree precision)
m marker ( = benchmark/control point)

Blk3, Air152

Ylb3, Ylcl03, Ylml52

REFERENTS OF ANALYTICAL NETWORK

if rank 3 = A - S, Z (computer file/page number)
g graphic (digital file)
h handwritten original of j (books only)
j journal
p page (books only)
t text (free format)
v view
x index
w drawings

if rank 3 = V (photo binders and individual frames/slides )
a archive
b b/w negative
c color slide/negative
d “direct” slide (Polaroid slide)
e extra-large, black/white

extra-large, color
n negative - polaroid
p print - polaroid
s special

Blp3, Blh42, 31\J \A501.J , 3A\T\SM.A6B

VC60235

f

RANK ?
COMPONENTS OF ELEMENT

Features Blfl-b or Blfl-bl (brick or brick1)
-b brick
-m mortar
etc. (see under LEXICON OF VARIANTS)

Lots Blq999-p or Blq999-p9 (pottery or pottery sub-lot 9)
-b bones
-o objects
etc. (see under LEXICON OF VARIANTS)

r
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8. JOURNAL: PROCEDURES-3- JPR0C.G6M

HANDWRITTEN NOTES
Volume and page number are an absolute necessity on every page of your handwritten notes; since we operate with loose leafbinders, omitting that information causes innumerable problems when dealing with isolated pages
Initials and date in coded form are fundamental to the system, and must always be included
Every single drawing must be accompanied by a graphic scale (generally 5 cm for objects)
The format for labels must be adhered to scrupolously: spaces, dashes, punctuation, upper/lower case, all have meaning andmust be used according to directions

See below, under Utilities, for a list of important details on practical aspects of handwritten notes
Handwritten filelogs are a strict requirement, and should accompany every disk at all times

COMPUTER DATA ENTRY

File name
extension must be J (or J-A, see presently)
format is otherwise free (within DOS limits), but it is strongly recommended that the following format be used:1234 extended date

567 initials (-)
8 sequential number, e.g.:

D623RAH
F707RAH 1
F707RAH2
F702GB
C630RK-1

Corrections on existing files are marked by a letter added in the extension after a hyphen, e.g.0707RAH 1 .J - A
D 707RAH 1.J - B

File maintenance
disks (masters and back-ups) are assigned to each individual, and it is the individual’s responsibility to maintain files anddirectories on the disk throughout the season
disks must be turned in regularly (to GB or FAB) for what we call “Entry point” into the system: files are checked for formataccuracy, and returned for correction if necessary, until they are acceptedacceptance is signaled by a change of the J extension to .E extension (for Entry point)if files need corrections, the disk is returned with two new files added to it: one file with extension contains the same text asthe J file, with a note added after each incorrect occurrence; a second file with extension .! contains only a list of errorsyou must keep working on corrections until the extension is changed to .E; from that point on, files have entered the mainsystem and are no longer your responsibility
it is imperative that there be no handwritten notes left by the end of the season: it is your responsibility to make sure thateverything for which you are responsible is entered and proofread

File log
there must be a text file labeled - FL (for INCIDENTAL: FILE LOG) on every disk produced and maintainedthe file is updated regularly, with each new file that is produced, and is copied from the file log formthe - FL file gives the label and describes briefly the content of each corresponding filea tile labelled -FP (for INCIDENTALS: F I L E S PROCESSED is generated by the program that accesses files at the Entry Point, as ismaintained within the overall system
( NB. This is a “poor man’s” equivalent of networking.)



119. STRUCTURE OF JOURNAL: BASIC CONCEPTS AND DIARY-9- JDIAR.G6M

BASIC CONCEPTS

Data entry types
the Journal is the combination of three major types of data entry:
(1) the diary corresponds to the descriptive part of the journal, and cannot include tabs
(2) the log corresponds to the tabular format of the log forms, and includes tabs in the proper sequence
(3) the list includes a variety of options with and without tabs, not corresponding to the logs
the three types of data entry may be mixed within the same journal file, though it is preferable to keep them separate for the

purposes of data entry

File level codes
all codes for “file” are considered as “headers,” because they generally occur at the beginning of a file
the following two entries must be in first and second position
a file label entry (required) repeats the file name
a file note describes in brief the content of the file (required)
date and recorder 's initials are required at beginning of each file; may be repeated at any time within file
other headers are optional
header level codes are common to each type of data entry

Record level codes
all data pertaining to a single constituent are considered as being part of a single “record”
the format differs depending on the type of data entry

Field level codes
individual attribute or roster slot
the format differs depending on the type of data entry

DIARY TYPE

Record format
a record is identified by a single letter code at the very beginning of an entry
incidentals are identified by - or ^ followed by a two letter code at the beginning of an entry
a blank line is not required but may be inserted between each record for ease of proofreading
following the record identifier entry there can be as many field entries as needed

Field
a field is identified by a double letter code at the beginning of an entry
the double letter code is either sequential (upper case letter followed by digit or lower case letter)

or else it is mnemonic (two lower case letters)

Field structure
fields are written as a single paragraph, introduced each by the two letter code followed by a space
the RETURN key signals the end of the field/paragraph, hence it can only be used at the end of a field
there can be no tabs within a field of the diary type
unless otherwise indicated, the length of a field is practically unlimited (32000 characters is the maximum)
numeric fields can only contain digits (without commas or letters)
reduced fields can not be longer than the max length indicated in pointed brackets in the main roster
special format requirements are required for the following fixed fields:

equal sign for labeling
depositional process
analogical record

I
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10. STRUCTURE OF JOURNAL: LOGS AND LISTS- 10 - JLQGS . G6M

SYMBOLS USED IN FOLLOWING EXAMPLES:
* = tab
< > to identify entry
S SI S2 refer to variables

LOG ENTRY FOR FEATURES, LOCI, AGGREGATES, ITEMS, LOTS
enter a tab for each column in the form, whether or not there are data for that particular column
tabs for blank columns to the right are omitted
the constituent identifier (e.g., f for features) is placed at the start of each sequence, follwoed by carriage return
LOG ENTRY FOR STRATA
s
# #[,#,#]
#-# #
#a #

must have s before first stratum number
there must be one tab only
feature number, without f prefix, on right
there may be more than one feature, divided by commas only
there may be hyphens between strata (not slashes)
there may be a postfix letter after strata
do not use question mark for uncertain stratum assignment; use double hyphen
LOG ENTRY FOR RELAYS

identifies log entry sequence as belonging to relay sequence (begins record)
(constituent label to which relay applies) - carried over within relay modemethod of measurement (t = taped; k = known) - carried over
origin of tie 1 - carried over until changed
origin of tie 2 - carried over until changed

< r >
<cl f 26>
< mm t >
< o1 ml 181 >
<o2 k119f >

if mm = t then log entries are:
< 125 “ nail ‘NWcrnr ‘324 ‘766 ‘3535 ‘86>

‘ml 181 ‘86><

rf rl tl t2 ter oe
REQ. REQ. OPT. REQ. REQ. OPT.

NUM. NUM. (*)
(*) if absolute value, then numeric; otherwise letter indicating marker from which relay is measured (its elevation is to be gottenfrom the C directory)

if mm = k then log entries are:
<r125 ‘nail ‘NWcrnr “ 45301 ‘32001 ‘8492>

OPT.

NUMERIC

rf rl elr nc ec
REQ REQ OPT REQ REQ OPT

LIST TYPE
<1 1 s11>
<$1 ‘$2 $3> declares that each element $1(contained within following list)contains the entry $3 (e.g., storage box 29)

in roster slot $2 (e.g., roster slot P2)
<32>
<33>
<10>
<2>
< 104>
<endlist >

< 1 ist2>
* $2> declares that following data entries are in single tab format, with$1 = record header (e.g., i for item)

S2 = field header (e.g., 02 for best photo)

<S 1

< 1 * B 0312>
< 1 a ' B 0317>
<endlist >
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11. SAMPLE JOURNAL ENTRY: DIARY11 - SDIAR.GÓM

.bk A6

. fl C7-1 - D , J

.fd conflation (1 ) of diary files, MZ7

.ei gb

.ed G617

. fn edited for format by GB, G617

- - i we currently have ó squares open. 3 of them are
past topsoil , into the level of hard ac or
brickfall ( k167-169 ) , the other 3 are new
from which all topsoil has not yet been
removed. RK and ST have primary responsibil -
ity to supervise work in this area.

. fl C705RK. J
- sg our strategy has to take into consideration the

number of workmen and tools available along
with the need to analyze the current strata
of some loci better before proceeding with
much more work there,

are being opened for excavation, removal of
topsoil there has priority and can be carried
with minimal supervision. Currently k217 has
been cut into 2 steps since it is on EW
downward slope of the tell . The upper ( E )
half will be made level ( the SE quadrant has
not been lowered yet ) and then soil will be
removed for another 30cm throughout ( barring
unexpected finds ).

rd C704
ri rk
f 1
tc ov f 5
tc ov f 16

[A] Since k217- 219

f 4
tc cu f 1
tc ov f 5

f 17
pr a section was cut along the W face of f 17 ( see

v02). This showed no significant stratifica-
tion to the level excavated tot eh E of A1 f 66
( i .e. , ca. 50cm now ) .

[B] It seems to us
that further excavation in k167 can help us
answer some important questions such as: ( 1 )

if the rabbeted face of brick is one side of
a doorway, what does it open into? ( 2 ) is
there a room N of k167 or is what we have the
outer wall ? note: k117 N of the wall f 78 did
not contain any significant cultural
artifacts, ac , floor , etc. (3 ) wall A6f 16 is
>2m broad so that it could very well be an
outer wall ; ( 4) digging further down might
help us to see if the flat rock, with brick
below it , in the NE corner of k167 is part of
a structure. So we shall consult with GB

f 5
tc ab f 16

-sf ST is recovering from illness and worked at home
today.

-wk today ' s operation in A6 involved 6 pickmen (3
large, 3 small ) and 9 supporting hands

k 217
dy more soil removed today, more 30cm across.

locus was cut as a step, at 2 levels.
about digging down in f 5.
workmen can be assigned here to dig with the
small pick.
need to be scraped , scored before further ex-

[D] The remaining workmen shall

Perhaps one or twoThe

CC] The floors of k163,169
f 17
dy was excavated W to E to a depth of 5cm to expose

any brickfaces to the N and S. A rabbeted
brick wall appears on the N.

cavation.
be assigned to k218 to remove topsoil until
k219 is scraped and studied.

-dy 2 intact jars ( 2nd mill ? ) were recovered from
close to the surface from the NE corner of

The rabbeting of the brick wall along
v 1
vg shows emplacement of skull in f 7k218.

the N baulk of k168 is interesting.
v 1 a
vg closeup of emplacement of skull in f 7rd C705

ri rk
v 2
vg shows section of f 17 with context-sf ST back on field

* ed C710
rd C704

f 2
tc ov f 7
tc ov f 10
tc ov f 12 f 1

A1 A1f 124

f 2-sf ST worked on objects processing at home after the
morning break.

- wk we had several more workmen today than yesterday
that excavation could be carried on to some
degree in all 6 loci : 5 large picks, 4 small
picks + support.

A1 A1f 129

f 3
A1 A1f 130

-dy GB 1 s analysis that there is another closet past
the doorway in k168 parallel to Alai is par -
t i a l l y corroborated.
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12. SAMPLE JOURNAL ENTRY: LOGS12-SLOGS.G6M

Note. ^ stands for tab
rd C704

.bk A6

.fl C7- 1 -L.J

.fd conflation(1)of log files, MZ7

.ei gb

.ed G617
,fn edited for format by GB, G617

v
‘ *E ‘vf 2,7,10,12 / vk 168

2 ‘ ‘ ‘E ‘vf 2,7,12,17,A1-66 / vk 168
* ‘NE ‘vk 218,217 / vf 14,13 / vi 1,2
‘c ‘NE ‘vi 1,2
‘down ‘A1,A6 - -kite photos
‘down ‘vk 168 - -kite photos

‘‘E ‘vk 168 / vf 2, 7, 17, 12, 20 / vi 32

1

3 ‘Y
3a
4a
4b
7.fl C705RK.J

a
1 ‘k168 ‘closet ‘ ‘N of k168
2 ‘k170 ‘doorway
3 ‘k169 ‘doorway
4 ‘k168 ‘doorway

i‘with drain f74
‘between k169 & 168
‘between k168 & 218

f
1 *167 ‘3 ‘topsoil
2 ‘168 ‘3 ‘topsoil
3 ‘169 ‘3 ‘topsoil
4 ‘167 ‘1 ‘gulley wash
5 ‘167 ‘6b ‘ac ‘red layer below gulley wash
6 ‘169 ‘9 ‘ac + brickfall ‘below topsoil
7 ‘168 *9 ‘brickfall ‘E part of locus
8 ‘169 ‘12c/13c ‘wa ‘along N of locus

rd C704
i
1 * ‘014 ‘ja ‘14

for rim
2 * ‘014 ‘ja * *

‘buff ‘intact except‘14 c

c ‘ ‘buff ‘intact

rd C706
3 ‘ ‘013 ‘se *1 ‘3 ‘2‘‘c ‘black ‘hard
4 * ‘023 ‘needle? ‘ ‘7.5 ‘0.2 * *m ‘‘

rd C707
5 ‘023 *vr ‘6 ‘1 ‘m

‘023 ‘to ‘ ‘4 ‘1.5 *

‘rod
6 ‘flint blade‘I

k
167 ‘ ‘400N ‘400W ‘square E of ASk117
168 ‘ ‘400N ‘400W ‘square S of k167
169 ‘ ‘400N ‘400W ‘square S of k168
217 ‘ ‘400N ‘400W ‘square E of k167

k 217
nl 100 and 200 series locus lables are derived from

original AS labels

k
218 * ‘400N ‘400W ‘square S of k217
219 ‘ ‘400N ‘400W ‘square S of k218

ri AP
q
76 ‘p * ‘024 ‘168
77 ‘pbl ‘ ‘017‘168 * * * ‘

78 ‘p * ‘023 ‘217
‘014 ‘218

80 ‘gop * ‘022 ‘219 ‘ * ‘ *

waste from NW quadrant
81 *p * ‘014 ‘218
82 ‘p ‘ ‘014 ‘218

‘flint

79 op
‘o:snail shell, g: kiln

s
B3 ‘1
33 ‘2
B3 ‘3
B1 ‘4
B6b ‘5
89 ‘6
B9 ‘7
B12c-13c ‘8
89 ‘9
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13. SAMPLE JOURNAL ENTRY: LISTS13-SLIST.G6M

Note. ^ stands for tab
.bk A6
.fl E712W
.fd list of drawings
.fn Initials are those of Ibrahim Hellu. This

file contains all items drawn for
buildibg AK(i.e. A1, A5, A6). They are
categorized by items and lots.

,bk 2S
.fl F608RAH
.fd storage
.ei rah
,ed F6Q8

ei ibr
ed E712

l ist1
‘P2 29l

l ist2A1.007
A1.014
A1.015
A1.018
A1.020
A1.021
Alq167- l
A1q181 -g
A1q183- i
A3.002
A3.003
A3.004
A3.006
A5.001
A5.002
A5.005
A5.006
A5.007
A5.011
endlist

rwi
‘MB - C708
‘CH - C708
‘JB - D629
‘JB - D702
‘JB - D627
‘JB - D702

1
2
5
9
14
17

‘CLH - D727
‘CLH - D702
‘JB - 0629
‘JB - D704
‘RPK - 623

q73-o
q114-0
q130-m
q166-o
q260-o
endlist

.bk ZZ

.fl F522-LPH.J.fd list of photos from prints

.fn entered in Vienna

.ei gb

.ed F515l ist1
“P2 30l

A5q143- l
A5q147- l
A5q149
A5q150- l
A5q152-b
A5q156-b
A5q156- i
A5q156- l
A5q158- l
A5q160- l
A5q173-s
A5q181- l
A5q181s
A5q191-b
B1.127
B1.128
B1.129
B1.132
B1.133
B1.134
B1.136
BHq528- i
BHq529- i
BHq545
Bhq572-1
C1q085-p
F1.0-1
F1.017
Fl.030
F1.038
endIist

l ist2
‘02 ‘phl

‘E4804
‘E6011
*E4102
‘E0909
‘E0811
‘E6104
‘E6007
‘E2712
‘E0904
‘E1909
‘E0802
‘E1711

A1.8
‘this photo shows detail well
‘E6011 is better for detail

A1.20
A1.20
A1.45
A1.57
A1.68
A1.77
A1.78
A1.79
A1.96
A1.102
A1.106

‘E4612
‘E46<??>
‘E4807
‘E4809
‘E4711
‘E1512
‘B0716
‘E0309
‘E6609
‘E6510

A5.10
A5.10
A5.25
A5.25
A5.30
A5.34
A5.37
A5.42
A5.46
A5.46
endlist

#
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14. MAIN ROSTER: IDENTIFICATION OF SLOTS
14- R0STR.G6M

3. TYPOLOGY
2. STRATIGRAPHY{#}Codes: numeric only

fixed format
required
max length in characters {4}
E = element
R = referent•generated by program, do not enter

@ anywhere after fixed or numeric format:
introduces note on particular entry

m J. MEASUREMENTSC. RECOVERY{R} E ht J1 height
lg J2 length
wl J3 width-1 or diam. of rim
w2 J4 width-2 or diam. of body
w3 J5 width-3 or diam. of basé
sz J6 size /other
th J7 thickness

i wt J8 weight
ca J9 capacity {#
rw J10 reterence to drawings (W files)

ill reference to special records
E nm J99 notes on measurements

{#}
E dy Cl daily notes on recovery of element

sg C2 strategy (projected or implemented)
ar C3 argument
pr C4 procedures
op C5 options (alternatives)
ac C6 accidents
nr C99 notes on recovery

#
(#
#1
#
#
#
#

HEADER D. VOLUMETRIC LOCALIZATION
{RF}book

file label
file definition
file note
entry date
entry initials
recording date
recording initials

.bk
{RF}.fl E le D1 locus (also grid square if needed)

j Iv D2 level• D3 relays (applicable to elements)
jêtG* D4 North coordinate of relay
&& D5 East coordinate of relay
el D6 elevation

r rf D7 relay definition
cl D8 constituent label to which relay applies
rl D9 relay location on element
mm DIOmethod of measurement
ol Dllorigin of tie 1
o2 D12origin of tie 2
oe D13origin of elevation
tl D14tie 1
t2 D15tie 2
te Dlótie of elevation

E • Dereference to digital files• Dereference to plot files
rp D19ref. to plans,drwngs,sctns (W-files)
nv D99notes on volumetric localization

K. DESCRIPTIVE
E cp K1 components (within element)

di K2 distribution (compnts w/in elmnt)
wm K3 ware or material, species
sh K4 shape, form
co K5 color
c# K6 color number (Munsell)
hd K7 hardness, compaction
tx K8 texture, surface finish
de K9 decoration
en K10condition
pv Kll preservation

i if K12 iconographie definition
is K13iconographie description
sc K14scene
st K15style
ip K16inscription

E nt K99 notes on typology

w.fd
.fn
.ed
.ei

{R}.rd
{R}.n

CONSTITUENT (RECORD)

INCIDENTALS (MAIN AREA)

chronicle
** = specific label (e.g. -sg)

ELExMENTS (MAIN AREA)

{4}aggregate
feature
item
quantity lot

a L. MANUFACTURING{4}f
{4} E LI evidence

L2 assumption
L99 notes on manufacturing

i
{4}q

E. AXIAL DEFINITION
PARA-ELEMENTS (MAIN AREA)

M. FUNCTIONf si El slope (degrees/direction)
i in E2 inclination

or E3 orientation
ro E4 rotation
na E99 notes on axial definition

{4}composite
join
trace
zero

c E Ml generic function (1st dgr specificity
M2 space definition (second degree)
M3 activity definition (second degree)
' I"" notes on function

{4}J {4}t
{4} nf M99z

REFERENTS (MAIN AREA) 4. TREATMENTF. CONTACT ASSOCIATION
{4}digital

locus
marker
plot
relay
stratum
view
drawing

d N. CONSERVATION/ANALYSISf bo Fl boundaries
te F2 type of contact

^ab abuts
bo bonds
ca caps
co covers
cu cuts
in intrudes
le leans
ov overlays tc re f71
re rests on
si sits in

ne F99 notes on contact association

{4}k {F}{4} N1 needs observed
N2 procedures employed
N3 results obtained
N4 transmittal (to lab)
N5 reference to laboratory report
N99notes on conservation or analysis

m i
{4}P {4}r + label

of depos.
object

{4}s
{4}V
{4}w

5. REFERENCECOMPONENTS e.g.

O. ANALOGICAL RECORDelement or para-element
followed by -##

E
{4-2} V • 01 view• 02 best photo• 03 other photos

vg 04 view - general description
va 05 view of aggregate {F
vf 06 view of feature
vi 07 view of item
vq 08 view of lot
vk 09 view of locus
vm OlOview - miscellaneous
vr Ollview range
vo 012view orientation
ph 013general notes on photos

014other analogical record
099notes on analogical record

ALL LABELS (OTHER AREAS)
G. SPATIAL AGGREGATION

full generic label1 F
E • G1 aggregate (to which element belongs)
a > a G2 elements included within aggregate

G3 nature of association
G4 criteria for aggregation
G5 element preserving interface of t
G99notes on aggregation

F
\y ATTRIBUTE (FIELD) F

F
L IDENTIFICATION

A. LABELING
H. DEPOSITION{F}E R = l Al equals other label

> 1 A2 includes other labei
< 1 A3 included under other label {F}
o# A4 other field number
sp A5 typological specific label {F}

A6 publication number
ni A99 notes on labeling

{F}
HI definition of process(es)
H2 evidence
H3 assumption
H99notes on deposition

P. DISPOSITIONE
{F} ER PI removed (ft), discarded/missing (iter:

P2 storage
P3 seq. transmittal number to Museum
P4 Museum number
P5 laboratory number
P99 notes on disposition

i

I. TIME SEQUENCING
B. DESIGNATION/COUNT ER

E • II stratum (to which element belongs) {F}
s > s 12 features included within stratum {F}

13 phase
14 horizon
15 absolute time determination (04,date...

ns 199 notes on time sequencing

Q. PUBLICATIONS AND FILESERdf B1 definition (or typological label){20}
ds B2 description: summary of entire record
qc B3 quantity of components
to B4 list of components
nq B5 quantity notes
nd B99 notes on designation

Q1 reference to text file
Q2 typological data bases
G3 project publications
Q4 other publications
Q99notes on references

E tf{#}

J



15. COMBINED LEXICON OF VARIANTS ( TYPOLOGICAL OR SPECIFIC LABELS)15 - CB LX.G6M

COMPONENTS (FOR SLOT for q)

FEATURES
INCIDENTALS (FOR SLOT -)"rh rodent hoie

A room (-aggregate)r
"so soil introduction—i
"s structure ( — aggregate )
"ta tannur ( bread oven; -aggregate )
"tr trench, trough
"ts topsoil
"uk unknown

vr varia
"w wail

-ae aerial photographybrick
mortar
plaster
various

-b
city scenes-cy-m

-dy daily
-eh expedition house
-el expedition life

-P
-v

ITEMS and LOTS A -eq equipment
-fl file log
-fn fauna
-fr flora y?f
-hi health and medical
-id individuals

/bones (e.g. Alq3-b or -b# or -b##)
clay lump
bead
figurine
glass
shell
item (Alq345.#)
item (Alq345-i#: variant for computer
label)
lithics
metal
pottery
sample
various, light
various, heavy (weighty)

-b
Items-c

-d
"ar arrowhead
"ah ash
"as assemblage
Aaw awl
"ax ax(head)
"ba bone artifact
"bd bead
"bk brick
"bi blade
"'bo bowl (rim/height: 3/1)
"board (as on back of sealings)
"bt bottle (rim/height: 1/5)
"ca clay artifact
"cs carbon sample
"cl clay lump (and possible tablet )
"ev ceranic vessel
"di dish (small platter)
"e epigraphic
"fg figurine
"g glyptic
"go goblet (proportions as for small jar )
"hb human body (see bu, gv)

in inlays
"ja jar (rim/height: 1/3)
"je jeweiry item
"la lithic artifact
"ma metal artifact
"peg

-f
- * inventory

labeling
-iv-g
-lb-h -*g log
-Is landscape
-mk marker
-mt methods and techniques
-nm name,address,references
-ny next year
-oa official activities
-ov overall shot
-pc people and customs
-ph phase
-pr public relations (excludes visitors)
-pw public works

record shot

-i

-1
-m
"P
-s
-V

-w

ELEMENTS -rs
-sf staff
-sg strategy
-sn section
-so site overall
-sp special project
-sr strata description
-st storage
-su summary
-sy surveying
-tr transmittal

travel
-vb village buddings
-vg village, générai

varia
visits and visitors

-wa work activities
-we weather
-wk workmen

site general, excavations

DEFINITION ( FOR SLOT " or df )

Features and Aggregates
"al ac above floor surface (“living floor”)

ac above al, same type as a I
ac not above floor, e.g. abandonment
natural ac (i.e. sedimentation)
accumulation
band (horiz. deposit with sharp lower and
merging upper boundaries; see ly)
bench
brickfall
bin (-aggregate)
burial (-aggregate; not built-up, see gv, hb)
corridor (-aggregate)
doorway (-aggregate)
floor surface in general
floor, type 1 (plastered or lined)
floor, type 2 (highly compacted)
floor, type 3 (medium compacted)
floor, type 4 (compacted naturally)

"a2
A *"a3

"a4
Aa
"ba -tv

"be
"Pi"bf -VTpm
"po pot (rim/height: 1/1)
"pi platter (rim/height:5/1)
"qb, qp, etc.: see under lots
"ro root
"s sample (non-count, see sp)
"sc sculpture
"se seal

^sg slag
"sh spearhead
"si seal impression
"spoon
"sp specimen (count, see sa)
"string
"su statue

"bn -vs
"bu
Acr
"d
"f -zx
"fl
"f2 DEPOSITNL VERBS (FOR SLOT dp)"f3
"f4

1 pit cuts floor (truncation)
pit intrudes fill (insertion)

jar leans agnst wall (partial contact at top)
jar rests on floor (partial contact at bottom)
floor abuts wall (adjacency of edges)
wail bonds with wall (interlocking of edges)
fill covers wail (total superposition)
brick overlays pit (partial superposition)

lid caps jar (matching of edges)
jar sits in pit (matching of sides)

"fi fill
A grave (-aggregate: built-up, see bu.hb)

hearth (-aggregate)
hole
house (-aggregate)
item aggregate (e.g.vessels on floor)
installation (-aggregate)
kiln (-aggregate)
lense type 1 ( = floor, not bounded by wail)
lense type 2
lense type 3
lense type 4
layer ((horiz. deposit with sharp lower and
upper boundaries; see ba)
organic refuse
oven (-aggregate)
coating (heavier than fl: cement.bitumen)
large components (flagstones.bricks or tiles)
small components (pebbles, sherds)
platform
pit (-aggregate)
pavement (floor defined structurally by dis-
tinct surface elements)
roof and roofing material

gv
"he 2»
"ho
"hs

3"tA * tablets (see ep)ia
"to tool"is
"uk unknown"ki

4A"11 vr vana
"vs vessel
"wa wood artifact

we weapon
"wh wheel

"12
"13 5"14 A

"ly

MATERIAL (FOR SLOTD3=wm )
Aor

TEXT FILES (FOR FILE NAMES I-)A

OV
"pi bn bone

clay
glass
obsidian
shell
lithic
metal
wood

A ^P- cl FILENAME
use same codes as for incidentals

EXTENSION =GENERATION
use compressed date formula given below, U-l

"p3 gl
"pf ob
A .Pt sh

lipv
mt
wd"rf

-
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16. LEXICON OF POTTERY SHAPES (MKB)

1 6- P T R Y . C5 1

For Stratigraphic Roster category sh (Shape)

Overail Shape

(rim > height)
(small bowl
(rim < height)
(rim = height)
(rim > > height)
no solid base
describe

ob bowl
oc cup
oj jar

potop
opi platter

stand
other

os
ox

Rim

rh hole mouth
inturned
outturned
straight
other

ri

ro
rs
rx

Base

bf flat
bfv flat, slightly concave

flat, slightly convex
high footed
low footed
pointed
ring
rounded
siightly pointed
other

bfx
bhf
blf
bp
bring
bround
bsp
bx

Handle

hitab interior triangular tab
triangular lug
small semi-circular
strap handle

hlug
hsc
hsh
htab tab

Other

xl interior ledge for holding cover
interior groove
other

x2
x3



1917. LEXICON OF DEPOSITIONAL VERBS1 2 - D E P - V.C5 1

Note. Verbs are listed in the order oi the absolute depositional sequence. At the top is the last,and at the bottom the earliest, process which can affect the object.

l a pit cuts floor ( truncation)

i
lb pi t in t rudes f i l lf ( inse r t ion )j

jar leans against wall ( partial contact at top)

2b jar rests on floor (partial contact at bottom)

floor abuts waii (adjacency of edges)

wall bonds with wall ( interlocking of edges)v

4a fill covers wail ( total superposition)

»
* 4b brick overlays pit (partial superposition)

lid caps jar ( matching of edges):> a

5b (matching of sides)jar sits in pit
pottery sits in fill
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18. LEXICON OF DEPOSITIONAL NOUNS AND PROCESSES13 -DEP - N.C51

Floor emplacement

compacted surface, possibly with
thin piaster

hard, finished cover or coating laid
upon floor

Floor

Pavement

Floor preparation

hard layer suitable for compactionSubfloor

soil (relatively clean, but also with
certain inclusions, including ash and
charcoal), dumped intentionally at a
single point in time

Levelling flattening of preexisting debris

Accumulation above floor

Destruction reduction of preexisting deposition
by human agents

reduction by natural agentsErosion

"Sedimentation precipitation of natural material,
such as windblown sand or organic
particles, laminated through com-
paction into secondary floor sur-
faces or lenses

debris of human activities, including
organic material, artifactual frag-
ments, ash and charcoal, etc.,
laminated (as above)

Occupation

Living floor presumed to have been in use dur-
ing original occupation

cluster of artifacts, presumed to
have been deposited at the same
time in a single location

functional aggregate

Aggregate

installation

Floor emplacement

[resumes cycle]
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2114. PHOTO ROSTER AND LEXICON14- PHOTO.C52

PHOTO LOG

give only one label; if there is more than one element, then use only viewLABEL

direction toward which camera is pointed, or studio
n,e,s,w
ne,nw,..
nne,...

SETTING
north, east, south west
northeast, northwest, etc.
north-northeast, etc.
direct overheadov
oblique overhead looking north, northeast, etc.
studio
studio

on, one,...
st
V

c close-up (detail inside subject)
t tight (no setting beyond boundaries of subject, tight boundaries, near shot)
m medium (partial setting beyond boundaries)
w wide (setting outside boundaries, far shot)
fn far shot (telephoto), narrow
fm far shot (telephoto), medium
fw far shot (telephoto), wide

DESCRIPT, definition or brief description; some significant related labels.
The main purpose of this entry is to help identify photo from photo-log; main archaeological in-

formation should be given in archaeologist’s journal

RANGE

PHOTO RATINGS AND CONVERSION

Exposure
Frame
It is generally sufficient to circle the best frame; for finer qualifications, the following categories may be used.
SIGNIFICANCE: overall importance and quality

a good/excellent
b documentary value: good
c documentary value: poor
f total reject, discarded

COMPOSITION: framing of subject
a best ... c poor

FILMIC QUALITY: light, focus, color, ...
a best ... c poor

sequential number of shot as shown on counter of camera
sequential number of shot as shown on film after development

TEMPLATE
may be overlaid on either print or drawing

Vt'et* 7PHOTO CALLS

1. Polaroid print camera should be available in field bag. Archaeologist takes photos, pastes them up in v-file,
assigns v#, writes labels and comments on print.

2. Archaeologist calls photographer, discusses print and gives him v#
3. Photographer takes sets of BCD pictures (b/w, color, polaroid slides), and fills out photo log
4. If photos are taken with field camera, archaeologist fills out photo log in Field Book.
5. Archaeologist writes photographer’s numbers (c.g. c0325) in v-page for each view.
6. Data from v file (except photo itself) are entered in archaeologist’s journal.

rm '-rsn:
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MZS (1993) Volume A~j_ f-Iog, pageFI. FEATURE LOGF-1- F.D5Q

f k dfDate Ills comments

AM rr k /20 ¿v¿
•T& k UJO gr

5jz_ kJ2£.
5~S k /¿/ f

k izi U

-4~
aJ-oû S J-ST/

k/ CA-K \Lcr~
î

<S*£*\ ir*

^AAS-À , A/er t v

A / k-Iog, page _ ]_F2. LOCUS LOG MZS (1993) VolumeF- 2- K.05Q

descriptionk cm/dir cm/dirrelayDate Itls
III ///
MoiV 4co 4ooE121 r 20 / -i>c: £<cxJ~C.

/22 rJA 4oo V ¿(oo (T 1 /

[23 rJAr ¿? o // iZicArr , Z* a-> v? b !^2.loo F
¡3

Volume -;4 a-log, page _/F3. AGGREGATE LOG MZ9 (1996)F-3-A.G6N

Date Ills k df dsa > a
(elements within aggregate)

// //
g¿’rf I'H '&CU /¿xT~k 17

k_¿7 k
I iá<¿rlCl

J-ft A ij2 ÜT /A
J ; 7

¡PA/ tí-» /^vc3^ -7/ S k

4 AJE~~ S¿J
F~i- j ti. h-á. Tur k

á kJLél !&J1~ f r f i
k £ %

fá-V,ti, ík
\

l\l; 5, ttf Ai

J



23A% ]F4. ITEM LOG MZ9 (1996) Volume i-log, pageF-4- I .G6N

ht Ig wl w2dff k q shDate Itls noteswm co
/7 //

[ f / k q v3 jrfT*

m- _ z_ ij_ kM.dû
5~ ürC¡701

cJLa*7 / k bird

0y Lsinfh*
p/ QdrfítíUj ¿R/V/.

ûU k&rnLud
/

sddkĵ

3 4L
7\ kf q.

5 f 3 kM qX
Á f K k )(nh q If/ )

b¿ !o Is ¡fe/
g <r A.

7\ f k q.

SL M , n JL K± S LÍ7c3 5*

f

/

A Z q-log, page /F5. Q LOGF -5- Q.G6N MZ9 (1996) Volume
HORIZ.DEF. (k or trianguL) VERT.DEF.

Date df f kq start
elev.

corner cms
relay ENWS

cms
ENWS

commentscms
down

Intis (cmpnts)

cno% boi f IL kin
if bù.ç f lb k (il
1Ç ¿

^
brti<uA

î!2LJM 2&L ÎM_ lo
'heuL

f 17 k /i>7 ü- brit*-, ^~7¡Q 1ST a(
f 17 k IP f?t0 $0 Mw+puej

ib k t>7 3/3 M loo*¡ ¡?7iO 4o hiadCn*/

~pf
l

'H/

l klo3>

1 7 &b t f

À7 /F5’. NOTES ON Q ITEMS MZ9 (1996) Volume q-log, page= -5 * QI .G6N

Refer to Q-lot on facing page)

dfDate
Intis

ht lg wl w2 sh notesq-, q- wm co

JSv
, jy/ AJLĈ C( cndU,

A L - Ou^\ju.aJ(-f-
Rfc>2 J 3J 31 7r r?âHi n 2J. Ü. 2 7

/7-5/ ¿o^Ugyt/

/7 . / UaJ 1-7 b<r*¿ / CiruJ .J^jh..1
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MZ8 (1993) Volume r-Iog, page /F6. RELAY LOGr -6- R.D 5Q

mm
method mw.

r-iOTE.Slanding on oí and looking ai OZ relay must be to your right ol tl o2 t2t teoeDate
Intis cl

eonrtit-Mxl

taped ong oí Î tiel on ^.of 2 lieZ orijj.eiev. fie eiev.df rf ri k el
r nc ec/ del relay relay det reLay location known H coord. E coord. eiev.//

%1Á in Vi2¡l 1 JU s1 t_ &L J3L JB.

óoO >i_
in .. ys? * io3

?iza £>
JT3> SPI XT/ fd fy/r /2.

ssy nr rr? fb? / m io

NhJ¿{b

/SO CO ^JLr
tf

U S yj

kC Lfrcus\ CQ'V+JT >\r

l ^l CuS)Y4r

Itb Nt: 6*nux -̂
IW C-mdLr

~ Uzti
¡Utdu, hrjJ

4! /F7.YIEW LOG MZ9 (1996) Volume v-log, pageF-7-V.G6N

vf / vi / vq / vk (plus pertinent numbers)Date Itls
III III notesv vr vo

vm
nw- 47, n . n . o i .u"1 f f ? 1 7

v! W . II
Árbol a vusyrl

¿fi
l/s?2
fIc ll <t1/

HLiXyCwv s
/

v71? yj- iVs
1

^7ev / ^ t/ l io<L V-i2- t

7 ¿s-.xr*8 -v>1

»! 0 X /2-//V.YYI V
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MZS (1993) Volume PaSe J3.F8. PHOTO LOG’-8- PHOT.D5Q

F/SB C D E

exposure exposure exposure exposure exposure
LABEL SETTING RANGE DESCRIPTION

Date incid.,
view,
item

including related labelsn,e,s,w c,t,m,w
ne^e,^ fc,fm,Lv-
ov,on,..
V, st

[carry over roll label & number here]
Intis

o
!

7

4/v3 kuin-vf3-sr ¿o 'Vtx 'YYL

Cr% * VL y?

V£ AU % c ±¿S'-77 I I L-v« S-» */“Ux

It-a ae- >7L

/MZ8 (1993) Volume /4^F9. STRATA LOG s-log, pageF-9-S.D 5Q

Date Itls
// //

f dss

e.g. B6 1,3,8,2 abandonment
erosionB6a 4?

B6-9 5

I , 3, £ Z
4- 2

a¿ - <? r

MZ8 (1993) Volume &4- Specific Label ^ AJE? , page _/___F10. SPECIFIC LABEL LOGF 10 - SPCF.D68

descriDtion
*

gen-lblDate Itls seq#
// /// _

I

/

s/x.v / vn ¿LLM AV^4.
77j

Bl ho± ¿jzi
o2 A/ u «JULA-

U
UJQl /.rS t St- f- 5

J J

84 m
3

.34
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MZ9 (1996) Volume 9\A , pageFil. FILE LOGF11- FILE.F7J

in (file notes)id (file definition)proof.fl (f label) .ed .ei

cc> 2QfW gof 9m- JL.ja-j-M CG - CG Go
j

oui l/JR/OJb C&17 -C62M0
ü

.sf-îrf ¿£<0>/ Lists(^^0Ci Fr* l C?0t G.S
Ç6M&-2- c7oi M é^xauuJ-,/

7\

MZ9 (1996) Volume 9\P/étpâ e _/
in (file notes)

Fil. FILE LOGF11- FILE.F7J

.fl (f label) .ed proof id (file definition).ei

cJjL- [rfrvW A? I
Ï

9c^^_gi -̂e-er^ fj7.{
f

B»A)
/M

P 4«ftW cto Uu- v/ /VU4

c

ÙMU&l Æâ EM; _rA, * ‘
CGjo PAU-~ ¿7oi 'S

p^e<3A
?

¿ilt

1Volume VA8, Film label (B,C,D,.„) .3 ,

Quantity:

F12- FILM.D69 MZ8 (1993) page
Film Type:

loo
Roll #*s: Date:
/-3o CS78F12. FILM LOG

Roll # Date out Initials Camera Date back Dt bagged Comments

/ C&0Ô y+<J2-né oh Un‘ <AC7 7~1
b : a>Jx2*cJL

1 CGI2 <̂ h>
i

3 MT ^ AeU U j- o'’Kf L^4 a-c*

J
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SI. AXIAL DEFINITION MZ8 (1993) Volume Axial def., pageS-1-AXL.069

tyuh
J-.Dei and sketch m or ra! —thighest

paint
of axis

degrees
fra 1ft
plane

cardni | end of long, axis
paint facing crdni paint

loakinq clock j outside carker
positn j for iatit. axis

at

f
CT KOs*** ^!

3i.n
*t> ft f^

toc^J io'r^=<4c
Î

6MW r~rvvn/N/ £-7o p-ilvi

‘ V
\

£> / .37 i>3 25~ 6°3
;

Bí. n S7.60V
/N

© IUL <L w dv« r~7 rvjIZo s rrv^ iCJL̂ U/ i n *»-,
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S- 2-SOIL.C52 MZ7 (1992) Volume Soil, f

S2. SOIL RECORD
Intis _

Color (Munsell) dry

Date Comments
/

wet

U -/1
>> 'Jy

3J
G es

*4 dL aO V.
JGT3 G
VI O gG

yO
O3 CL >.

yi

Texture Matrix
T33 v. es
ily U VI>. T3Mi 2a O.O “13G C-3 'J~1 35JCJ 3 s

it S c 4J C /-G G? Oypresent
partly present
absent

3 E3
LO clO O •v.-G a 33 o a.ou a.it a. roy «3 3 a>»

yn3 '5 >% >.vo oy T3Q.
[= y yE*a y -a T3it ,y .y•ViVi

LiViVi >. C GC3c Ü y y >x >% itit>
3 T3JZ3 <U «¡ J 33Si y V3a.a. Vi V»Vi

V/// /Àclay
sandy day
sandy day loam
sandy loam
loamy sand
sand
sandy slit loam
day loam
silty day
silty day loam
silt loam

IV//SSA
V/// //I/ ///71 I 1

I///// Iy/ / / /A/ / / / / A I
i////// II'/ / / /A
1IIII

V/////X/S//7AV///X IY////A

/s/s//?ssssss II I
I//////ZZZZZvzzz

YS/SS/A/////iy////yy////r/////ir
1 C r Y/ // / / ÂI I

jI II

Structure

û
Q

4*For individual peds:

crumb granular

< 2mm
2-5mm

> 5mm

blocky

< 1cm
i -2cm

> 2cm

columnar

< 2cm
2-5cm

> 5cm

platy

< 2mm ( thin )
2-5mm

> 5mm ( thick )

prismatic

< 2cm
2-5cm

> 5cm

Q ^ 2mm
2-5mm

> 5mm

fine
medium
coarse

For cluster of peds, when peds cannot be identified :
massive: holds together as a coherent mass
single grain: is incoherent and disintegrates into separate particles when disturbed

Estimated dominant , inorganic particle size ( use Phi scale):

Structure of sedimentary unit:

Consistency
dry : hard (difficult to crush )
wet : sticky (sticks to fingers if pressed )

soft (easy to crush )
plastic (can be rolled into “worms”)

Boundaries merging/sharp smooth / wavy/ irregular
upper
lower
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Ul. UTILITIES: SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONSU -1-SYMB.G6M

PATE FORMULAS

yr 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9 A B C ... since 80

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 x y z

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 a
a b c d e f g h i j k
k l m n o p q r s t u

e.g. compressed extended normal

4x1 4x01 October i, 1984
December 28, 1990
April 29, 1992
May 2, 1992

mo
Az28Azsdy
C429C4 t

C52 C502u v

GRAPHIC SYMBOLS

Excavation boundary (open side refers to area more excavated)

—-> North

j—•> Pointer on drawing or photo template

Pointer for direction of view on template

^ Pointer for overhead view on template

CALLIGRAPHY

7,? 7rb 49 6a q
(xet A-r

FORMAT FOR CODES

Do not leave spaces within label!
Book prefix may be omitted within book corresponding to same prefix.

Alq89
Alq89-p
Alq89.1 ( = Alq89il)

Alfl Alvl8 AKAv3
Alrl99 AK~r3
Ylm578 Crbkl

VC6-0131
VB6a0202
VE7-3612

Az28
Ala3
A1.37 ( = Ali37)

Azs
C52

FORMAT FOR TAGS

The following four ( + one) points of information must be given, though only the first one is obligatory:

Initials Def ( for objects )
figurine

Generic label
A1.89
Alq234-p

Stratigraphy
fl6,kll8
f!6,kll8

Date
C624
C624

gb sample entries for item tag
sample entries for lot taggb Gar)

C é J-y /VI . '??
sample tag

-fit , kilt'CoXv

COLORS FOR TAGS

Different colors are used for items and various lots. Since the choice is dependent on availability, colors
will be posted in the registration room.

LABEL FOR DRAWINGS

Intis Date N. Entries in bold face are obligatory.
N. refers to generic label, which must always be given in full,
with complete book prefix, e.g. Ali3.
Codes in lower case are from Main Roster.

Chkd ExcvSeason MZ SpfcLbl

c# fCO wm

Scale
Measurmnts in cms - Section on right - 5cms on vert.axis

ht wl w3 sh
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U2. UTILITIES:STAFF AND CALENDARU- 2-CAL.G6N

Al A6 A8 TB TO TP V9 Y1 YG ZCTE TF TG TM ZH ZS
Giorgio Buccellatigb x x x x xx x X X X X X
Marilyn Kelly-Buccellatimkb x x x x
Fan-Xi Xufxx 1 M
James L. Walkerjlw 2 x X
Carol L Noyescln x xx
Lara K. AhoIka x x
Alice Frigerioaf M X
Raju Kunjummenrk T M
Jama! Omar 2i£ x

XRalph Sariego Xrs x x x
üennie Myersjm x x
Rick Hauser Tran M

fab Federico A. Buccellati 2 x x
Christopher E. Woodscew x x
Claudia Wettsteincw X X
Anwar Abd ei-Ghafouraag x
Samer Abde el-Ghafoursag x
Helene Cooperhe x
Lucio Milanolm x
Pietro PozziPP x

bwp Barabra W. Pritzkat x

96 Su Mo Tu We Th Fr Sa
June 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

30 1 2 3 4 5 6July H 8 9 10/ 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31 1 2 jAugust 4 0 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
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i

I

LEGEND :
Û SURVEY CONTROL

CONTOUR ra) 0 2m INTERVAL
OIRT ROADWAY

200m
• EXISTING POWER POLES AND LINE

MOZAN
THE OUTER CITY

STEPHEN M NUGHEV Purvpvor
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~ 5300 [N

100m

MOZAN
THE HIGH MOUND

STEPHEN M. HUGHEY, Surveyor
LEGEND : See THE OUTER CITY

5700E

r
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-• 'HP' -'.' ' ?mm - ?0 J.v
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excavatedexcavation lino
“Teü'-j

preserved thresholds reconstructed
or projected
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Middle Chronology

(father > son;]= one year)

2334-2279 Sargon / Tashlultum

2278-2270 > Rimush

> Enheduanna

2269-2255 > Manishtushu

2255-2218 > Naram-Sin
2217-2193 > Sharkalisharri

> Enmenanna

2192-2190 Igigi, Nanum, Imi, Elulu(“who was king...11 - 3 years)

2189-2169 Dudu

2168-2154 Shudurul

Guti

2112-2095 Ur-Nammu
2094-2047 Shulgi

2046-2038 Amar-Sin
2037-2029 Shu-Sin
2028-2004 Ibbi-Sin

Bcehmer

222--2279 Akk 1 * Sargon(55 years)

-2255 Akk 2 T Rimush, Manishtushu(24 years)

-2193 Akk 3 * Naram-Sin, Sharkalisharri (62 years)
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Fig.5.The King's Seals

Fig.8.Seals of the Queen's Household i . l tmSeal*
4 lc*Seal*

Mirror image of original rollingOriginal roiling
Minor image of original rollingOriginal roiling
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TAXit̂ nt-atm
DAM C

N» 2A.OÍNVU1-

q2
q7

AM Tap**
cixivanum
HAM
Tup*>a

Lyre aad table b
QAM d

/ZA.aNK'U*:-rum

q3

KM a q6-7
GtxZAva-ami
OAM

Lyre aad table
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(coaHated)

q4
..we a
AM h 2-r. .

q8z.\x¡tmu-
sum
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Lyre aad table e 7
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q5
Lyre b ?

Flg.ik The Qwea’s Seals (ql.qS)




